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ABSTRACT—Agreeable Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in view of the vehicular auto to auto impromptu systems have been broadly explored by the exploration network and industry to enhance effectiveness and wellbeing in street movement. The administration and control of the vehicular impromptu system (VANET) are as yet a standout amongst the most difficult research fields in the systems administration space. Specifically, security and security insurance are essential necessities for the plan of VANETs. The potential high dynamicity of VANETs and the requirement for flexibility and versatility in ITS applications bolsters the exploration for new security structures and the utilization of novel cryptographic plans that guarantee confirmation, honesty, and confidentiality given the obliged computational condition in which such applications normally work. This paper explores the use of VANET. Alongside an introduction of the best in class here, this paper shows a security system for auto to auto VANETs in light of a convention for the circulated age of marking keys that conquer key escrow issues. In this specific circumstance, this article displays an overview of existing single-layer and cross-layer directing strategies in VANETs with more spotlight on cross-layer steering conventions that use data at the physical, medium access control and system layers as steering parameters. A review and difficulties of steering are given, trailed by a short dialog of single-layer directing with more accentuation on geographic steering. Cross-layer directing conventions are then talked about in detail. The article at that point explains on a few preferences and inconveniences of existing directing methodologies, cross-layer steering parameter determination, and cross-layer configuration, before featuring conceivable open research issues to upgrade efficient directing in VANETs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Late headways in remote correspondence technologies and the expansion in the number of street mischances have prompted the advancement of transport security approaches in wise transportation frameworks (ITS) [1]. The ITS, planning to enhance the security and efficiency of transportation frameworks, underpins two sorts of remote correspondences: long-range and short-go. Long-extend correspondence, for the most part, depends on the current framework systems, for example, cell systems. Short-go correspondence, then again, depends on developing innovations, for example, IEEE 802.11 variations, and structures a particularly appointed system that includes portable vehicles and stationary roadside types of gear, all things considered, alluded to as vehicular impromptu systems (VANETs) [2]. In VANETs, vehicles are furnished with remote sensors and onboard units that empower remote availability among them [3].

1) MANET:
MANET “mobile ad hoc network” is a specially appointed and changeable system and it is an autonomous collection of mobile routers and associated hosts that are connected by the wireless links. These routers can organize themselves arbitrarily, thus, topology of network may change easily. Such networks connected to the wider internet and operate in a standalone fashion. In this network, geographic regions covered by a MANET can be change vastly due to the free mobility of nodes and it become impossible to believe on any fixed infrastructure in comparison to static ad-hoc networks. Vehicular networks belong to the MANETs and nature of vehicle move around [3, 4]. In MANET, diverse portable hubs are associated through remote connections and every hub is ability to move i.e. no focal controller accessible.
This network built through the presence of a many wireless communication links. In this, the transitive effects on the single-hop links makes the hosts to communicate with other different hosts, that is not within the direct link of communication, if host P can communicate with host Q and Q can communicate with host R, then host P can also communicate with host R by routing its packets through host B. It is known as multi-hop routing.

MANETs have some fundamental differences as compared to other conventional wired networks and one-hop mobile phone systems. In MANET, the participating nodes deals with the unpredictable and frequent changes of the network topology, where the intensity of change depends on maximum sending range, density and the speed of the nodes within a MANET. In the vehicular networks, the node's velocity is most important factor. If we have imagined equal radio range and a network consisting of humans and vehicles, then two opposite walking humans can communicate for a long time than two opposite driving vehicles.

2) VANET:
Due to the developing advanced sensor technologies, it is easy to communicate the nearby vehicles in the given zone and can determine critical driving conditions. Vehicles formed an unstructured network to construct such a vehicular Ad-hoc Network. VANET have large network which are publicly present on the road at any time and it can enhance and improve road safety and comfort level by vehicle to vehicle communication networks. Security is significant factor concerned with life threatening conditions on daily basis. The system must give credible information to drivers for their privacy. VANETs face different securities attack that can destroy the normal performance of the networks.

The black hole attack occurs in VANET and in this a malicious node arranges itself for the smallest path to the packet or to the destination node. This node shows the accessibility of new routes for its routing table and the attacker node is accessible to reply to the route request and data packet. In flooding protocol, the reply of malicious node is received by the requesting node before the reply of actual node and hence a fake route is created. When once route is established, then node can drop or forward all the packets to the unidentified address. Vehicular Networks are a foundation of the ITS systems having empowers the vehicles to talk with one another through IVC and with roadside base stations through Roadside-to-Vehicle Communication. It can provide secure and more productive streets by giving opportune data to drivers.

II. Motivation

Inspiration In spite of the fact that a significant measure of work has been finished in VANETs, issues like short correspondence time, shadowing also, Doppler impact, due to previously mentioned novel attributes of VANETs, make the directing difficult [8]. As per [7], giving great defer execution under the limitations of vehicular speed and high unique topology is as yet a noteworthy issue. One purpose behind this is the dominant part of directing conventions created for VANETs depends on the single-layer approach that does not offer sufficient edibility to sufficiently bolster the necessities of remote correspondence in exceedingly powerful vehicular systems, and consequently may not fulfill the stringent nature of administration (QoS) necessities.

Viable treatment of this issue requires data trade between layers (so as to together improve diverse layers) so as to accomplish better system execution, in this way connoting the need to utilize cross-layer plan. Cross-layer configuration approach abuses the reliance between convention layers to accomplish attractive execution picks up [2]. While there exists a significant review chip away at VANETs, a large portion of them don't the only spotlight on a cross-layer steering conventions that make utilization of the steering parameters in the lower three layers of the transmission control convention/web convention (TCP/IP) or open frameworks interconnection (OSI) display [9], i.e., at the physical (PHY), medium access control (MAC) also, organize (NET) layers. Earlier research has demonstrated that utilizing data identified with remote channel qualities ordinarily accessible at the PHY and MAC layers while making steering choices may encourage the heartiness of the directing conventions against issues, for example, clog and obstruction, along these lines permitting better general system execution [2], [10], [11].

III. Existing Work

Study work in [1], [3], [7], [12] give nitty gritty reviews of VANETs. Work in [13], [14] examine the attributes what's more, difficulties of directing in VANETs, general classification of steering conventions, and some current single-layer directing conventions. Inside and out surveys of position-based and communicate single-layer steering conventions in VANETs are given in [15], [16] and [17]. An ongoing study work in [18] focuses on the convention stack and application prerequisites of VANETs and furthermore a review of the present best in class about information correspondence in VANETs. In [2], then again, in spite of the fact that the creators have briefly clarified a portion of the cross-layer steering systems, their concentration is toward a wide range of cross-layer.

In (GSR) Geographic Source Routing protocol, by GPS device the algorithm receives the digital map first and then uses the Dijkstra algorithm to determine the closets distance from source to destination on the map and by this path, this protocol forwards the data packets. The GPSR is an efficient and responsive routing topology for wireless networks and mobile. This routing protocol can used for Vehicular, Sensor networks, Rootop and ad-hoc networks.

The position-based protocol is Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing protocol. By “greedy algorithm” this GPSR protocol greedily forwards packets to the neighbor destination. But, when the node itself is nearer to other, then GPSR uses a recovering strategy by the Right-Hand rule to solve local optimum problems.

IV. VANET Protocols

The plan of effective steering conventions for VANETs is testing errand because of the high hub portability and the development limitations of versatile modes. VANETs, as one class of between vehicle correspondence (IVC) systems, are portrayed by quick topology changes and continuous discontinuity. Diverse conventions are intended for vehicular systems to wipe out the steering issues. Flooding [1] is the principal communicate convention. In flooding system a wide range of information is communicated to neighbors. At whatever point another vehicle gets
a communicate message, it stores and quickly advances it by rebroadcast. A visually impaired flooding may come about unreasonable excess, dispute, and crash. These may prompt lower reachability (to the potential accepting hosts) and longer inactivity (for the communicate to finish). We therefore allude to this situation the communicate storm issue. In [3], different edge based procedures were proposed by Tseng et al., e.g., the counter based, separate based, and area based plans. Contingent upon the plan considered, a hub accepting the communicate parcel looks at the foreordained limit an incentive with its neighborhood data, e.g., the quantity of copy parcels gotten, the relative separation amongst itself and the sender, or the extra territory that can be secured on the off chance that it rebroadcasts the message. The criteria to adaptively alter the limits as indicated by the quantity of neighbors were too displayed by Ni et al. in [17]. The outcomes demonstrate that, with the guide of a situating gadget, for example, the GPS, the area based plan appears to offer the best execution as far as the bundle infiltration rate and the connection stack.

1) AODV
The responsive directing convention which disposes of wide tempest issue is Ad-Hoc on Demand Separation Vector (AODV) directing convention which expands on the DSDV calculation. The AODV is a change on DSDV on the grounds that it regularly limits the quantity of required communications by making courses on an on-request premise, as restricted to keep up an entire rundown of courses as in the DSDV calculation. The creators of AODV group it as an unadulterated on-request course securing framework, as hubs that are not on a chosen way don't keep up directing data or take an interest in directing table trades. At the point when a source hub needs to communicate something specific to some goal hub and does not as of now have a legitimate course to that goal, it starts a way revelation procedure to find the other hub. It communicates a course ask for (RREQ) bundle to its neighbors, which at that point forward the demand to their neighbors, et cetera, until either the goal or on the other hand a middle of the road hub with a "sufficiently new" course to the goal. AODV utilizes goal succession numbers to guarantee that all courses are circle free and contain the latest course data. Every hub keeps up its own succession number, and in addition a communicate ID. The communicate ID is augmented for each RREQ the hub starts, and together with the hub's IP address. Steering conventions produced for specially appointed remote systems utilize the communicate transmission to either find a course or scatter data. More in particular, responsive directing conventions need to surge the system with a course ask for (RREQ) message keeping in mind the end goal to locate an ideal course to the goal. In any case, the ordinary communicate system may prompt the alleged communicate storm Problem. The AODV Protocol dispenses with expansive tempest issue utilizing weighted ingenuity conspires. The Packets are rebroadcasted with the probabilistic approach. The quantity of rebroadcasts are decreased in this manner communicate achievement rate is expanded.

2) DSR
The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol is an on-demand routing protocol that is based on the concept of source routing. Mobile nodes are required to maintain route caches that contain the source courses of which the versatile is mindful, Passages in the course store are persistently refreshed as new courses are found out. The convention comprises of two noteworthy stages: (a) course find y, what's more, (b) course support? At the point when a portable hub has a bundle to send to some goal, it first finds an approach to the goal, and in any case, the requirement convention may prompt the alleged communicate storm Problem. The DSR Protocol dispenses with expansive tempest issue utilizing weighted ingenuity conspires. The Packets are rebroadcasted with the probabilistic approach. The quantity of rebroadcasts are decreased in this manner communicate achievement rate is expanded.

3) SADV
SADV, which is a static-hub helped versatile information dispersal convention for vehicular systems. It is Different from other VANET conventions. It centers around information conveyance in substantial scale what's more, unique VANETs under low vehicle densities, where VADD encounters emotional execution corruption in the parcel conveyance delay, the commitments of this convention are

- Deploying static hubs at crossing points, which empowers bundles to be put away at a crossing point until the ideal way (the way with the base anticipated that information conveyance postponement would the goal) is accessible. The reenactment demonstrates that the proposed static-hub helped to direct convention can drastically enhance the bundle conveyance execution contrasted and the past conventions.

- Better gauge the postponement of sending bundles along every street, the static hubs are intended to be ready to quantify the parcel sending delay and engender the connection defer data. In this way, the steering choice in every static hub can adjust to the changing vehicle densities.

- Also utilize a multipath directing calculation, which can additionally, diminish the parcel conveyance delay without an exponential increment in the contention overhead. The SADV convention, for the most part, centers on a low vehicle densities i.e. in sparse regime So that it eliminates disconnected network problem.

V. Proposed Work
In this proposed work, we will use a concept of congestion, traffic light, traffic, and an accident in a scenario in a specific city area. In this scenario, the vehicle will perform automatic route finding under the observation of the traffic light, surrounding traffic and outer interference.
The vehicle will find their path by taking the help of effective possible shortest path routing. In this network, we will use a particular city area with one or more lane roads. At every junction, there traffic light exists which route the vehicles. When vehicle detect congestion or accident on a network then a message is sent to other vehicles coming in the same direction and also sent that message to base station through roadside units. After receiving the messages through other vehicles in same direction or through base stations, vehicles search their path automatically by taking the observation of surrounding traffic, obstacles on the way and the road congestion. The major problem in this is to find a network or geographical area and a suitable path to corresponding destinations. The connectivity problem also depends on following two factors. To resolve this problem there are some possible methods:

- Wait until the traffic signal gets green.
- Find the appropriate shortest path, whenever congestion found on road.

We proposed an algorithm to find the alternate shortest path that is given below:

Algorithm (Vehicle [, n, V)
/* vehicle is the list of n vehicle over the network, V is the current vehicle we are observing*/
{
  1. for i=1 to n
  2. {
  3. if (Distance (Vehicle(i), V) < Threshold)
  4. {
  5. Maintain List (V, Info) =Vehicle (i)
  6. }
  7. }
  8. if Accident (V) =True
  9. {
  10. Find the list of Accident Nodes
  11. Block the communication for accident nodes
  12. Mark the safe paths to keep on communication
  13. For i=1 to length (List (V))
  14. {
  15. Message (ROUTE CHANGE, Vehicle (i))
  16. Vehicle (i) will move on substitute route according to its requirement
  17. }
  18. }
  19. For each vehicle perform communication effectively.
  20. }

Figure 1.1: Number of packets transferred
Figure 1.1 shows the graph between parameter time and packets and shows the transfer of packets as per time.

Figure 1.2: shows Bit Rate
Figure 7.2 is graph between two parameters packet and time showing bit rate of Packet transferring

Figure 1.3: Byte Rate
Figure 7.3 is the byte rate graph between packet and time during packet transferring.

Figure 1.4: Packet Lost
Figure 1.4 shows Packet Lost with two parameters time and packet
CONCLUSION

Vehicular network is prominent, inherent and attractive technology devoted to comfort and safety services to the vehicle users. Due to several applications of VANET, such as unpredictable channel distribution and its high speed topology and, we can design a appropriate routing protocol algorithm that generate a near seamless network connectivity between the vehicular nodes. In the proposed work we have represented an algorithm that solves the congestion problem in networks path and got such a path that will provide efficient data transmission over the network. We have divided the whole network into smaller networks and performed the transmission to achieve an effective, efficient and suitable data transmission.
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